Information: Transport between the hotel and the venue
AppSec Latam 2012, Montevideo, Uruguay.

Hotel
Four Points Sheraton Montevideo
Address: Ejido 1275, Montevideo 11100, Uruguay
Phone: (598)(2) 9017000
Fax: (598)(2) 9032247

Venue
Auditorio Torre de las Telecomunicaciones (ANTEL)
Address: Guatemala 1075, Montevideo 11800, Uruguay

Approximated distance: **2,2 Kilometers (1,4 Miles)**
Estimated travel time by taxi: **10 minutes**
Estimated taxi cost: **100 UYU (5 USD)** *(Note: Tips are normally not expected)*

MAP

### Additional Notes:
- The payment can only be made in cash using local currency.
- Try to use low denomination bills (100 UYU, 200 UYU). Whenever is possible, do not use a 1000 UYU bill.
- Maximum passengers per taxi: 3
- Arrange with the hotel reception to take a taxi to go to the venue.
- There is a cabstand in front of Antel’s tower to take the taxi back to the hotel.
- The route in the map is a reference and the actual route the taxi takes should not be much different.
- There are two designs for the taxis in terms of color; white with yellow and black with yellow. Both can be taken without any problem.